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Cell Migration and Cell-Cell Interaction in the Presence of
Mechano-Chemo-Thermotaxis
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Abstract: Although there are several computational models that explain the tra-
jectory that cells take during migration, till now little attention has been paid to
the integration of the cell migration in a multi-signaling system. With that aim,
a generalized model of cell migration and cell-cell interaction under multisignal
environments is presented herein. In this work we investigate the spatio-temporal
cell-cell interaction problem induced by mechano-chemo-thermotactic cues. It is
assumed that formation of a new focal adhesion generates traction forces propor-
tional to the stresses transmitted by the cell to the extracellular matrix. The cell
velocity and polarization direction are calculated based on the equilibrium of the
effective forces associated to cell motility. It is also assumed that, in addition to
mechanotaxis signals, chemotactic and thermotactic cues control the direction of
the resultant traction force. This model enables predicting the trajectory of migrat-
ing cells as well as the spatial and temporal distributions of the net traction force
and cell velocity. Results indicate that the tendency of the cells is firstly to reach
each other and then migrate towards an imaginary equilibrium plane located near
the source of the signal. The position of this plane is sensitive to the gradient slope
and the corresponding efficient factors. The cells come into contact and separate
several times during migration. Adding other cues to the substrate (such as chemo-
taxis and/or thermotaxis) delays that primary contact. Moreover, in all states, the
average local velocity and the net traction force of the cells decrease while the cells
approach the cues source. Our findings are qualitatively consistent with experimen-
tal observations reported in the related literature.
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1 Introduction

Cell migration is a fundamental phenomenon in many physiological and patho-
logical processes including tissue development and repair, morphogenesis, wound
healing, immune response as well as cancer metastasis [1, 2 3, 4, 5]. A living cell
can be stimulated by many types of cues such as mechanotaxis (durotaxis and ten-
sotaxis) [6, 7, 8], chemotaxis [9, 10, 11] and thermotaxis [12, 13] among others.
Each of these cues can activate the cell pseudopodia and lamellipodia to steer the
cell towards the most effective or permanent signal [9, 14].

Experiments demonstrate that the cell can recognize stiffer regions in the extracel-
lular matrix (ECM) [15, 16, 17]. For instance, fibroblast cells preferentially move
towards stiffer substrates [18, 19, 20]. This phenomenon is known as mechanotaxis
which refers to the movement of cells induced by mechanical cues. During this pro-
cess, the cell senses the stiffness of the substrate by exerting a sensing force which
is in general smaller than the externally acting traction force (mechano-sensing pro-
cess). The traction forces generated by the cell are the resultant of the combined
effort of the actin bundles, the actomyosin contractile machinery and the passive
mechanical apparatus of the cytoskeleton that, in the end, change the cell shape
and propel it [16, 17, 20, 21].

Chemotaxis is another key signal that regulates the direction of cell migration. Dif-
ferent experiments [9, 10, 22, 23] acknowledge that cells reorientate their migration
direction when they are subjected to a chemoattractant or chemorepellant agent.
For instance, exposing a cell to a cyclic Andenosine Monophosphate (cAMP) gra-
dient activates cAMP receptors and their associated G-proteins which cause cell
reorientation [24]. However the comprehensive reason for this phenomenon is still
unknown. Some authors however, attribute this effect to a "compass" that the cell
may have [22, 23]. The possible features of that compass vary, but a hypothesis is
the existence of a simple "compass needle" inside the cell formed by a localized
signal in the direction of the chemotaxis. In contrast, some researchers reject this
theory and address that this internal compass does not exist but the cell orients itself
simply by its pseudopods [11]. Till now, there are few computational models that
consider the cell motility associated to chemotaxis. For instance, Neilson et al. [25]
modeled cell movement in absence and in presence of a chemoattractant by means
of the Level Set Method. The weakest point of their model is that they ignored the
effect of the mechanical properties of the substrate. Moreover, in the absence of
chemotaxis, they considered a totally random cell movement which is not accurate
enough.

Cell thermotaxis has been known for many years in trophoblast cells [13]. In vivo,
thermotaxis is complementary to chemotaxis. For example, in the oviduct (a long
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region of female genitals) cells are guided by thermotaxis while in fertilization
sites (a shorter area) they are steered by means of chemotaxis [26]. Moreover,
trophoblast cells move towards the inner membrane of the uterus (warmer region)
due to thermotaxis [26]. Extravillous trophoblasts also migrate from the tips of the
anchoring villi that surround the developing blastocyst to the distal portions of the
uterine spiral arteries through the maternal deciduae [27]. Thermotaxis is also the
reason for motility of individual amoebae of dictyostelium discoideum on a thermal
gradient. These amoebae show positive thermotaxis at temperatures between 14◦C
and 28◦C shortly (3 hr) after food depletion [28]. Experiments by Higazi et al. [13]
demonstrated that cultured human trophoblasts are influenced by thermal gradient.
They reported that human trophoblastic cells sense differences of less than 1◦C
above or below physiological temperature.

The present work is an extension of a previous mechanotactic model [20]. This
new approach is capable of predicting cell migration through a 3D substrate un-
der the influence of all these effective signals simultaneously. In this model it is
assumed that boundaries of the cells (cells membrane) are connected to cell cen-
troid via elastic-linear springs. This provides a straightforward formulation which
enables us to develop a 3D finite element model based on the equilibrium of trac-
tion forces acting on cell motility. Several numerical experiments are presented
to demonstrate the predictive capability of the model for two interacting cells in a
substrate with gradient stiffness. The obtained results are qualitatively validated by
means of available experimental results [15, 9, 13]. Some of our findings match
with these experimental studies while others provide new insights for new and fu-
ture experimental set-ups.

2 Constitutive model

In this section, the biological processes occurring in the cell are linked with the
formation and dissociation of the stress fibers, as well as the associated generation
of tension and contractility. The relevant role of each cell component is discussed
and the effective forces acting on the cell body are calculated. From that, the ve-
locity and polarization direction of the cell are computed based on equilibrium of
calculated effective forces.

2.1 Net cell stress transmitted by a single cell to the ECM

The cellular elements with a relevant function on the cell motility mechanism can
be divided in two main parts, active and passive. The former are due to the change
in the overlapping between myosin and actin elements of the cytoskeleton (CSK),
while the latter are related to the action of the CSK microtubules and the cell mem-
brane. In a very simplified way, the constitutive behavior of each element of the
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cell can be approximated by a linear-elastic spring. Therefore, the effective stress
transmitted by the cell to the ECM can be calculated by [19, 20]

σcell =


Kpasεcell εcell < εmin or εcell > εmax
Kact σmax(εmin−εcell)

Kact εmin−σmax
+Kpasεcell εmin ≤ εcell ≤ ε̃

Kact σmax(εmax−ε)
Kact εmax−σmax

+Kpasεcell ε̃ ≤ εcell ≤ εmax

(1)

where Kpas and Kact stand for the stiffness of passive and active cellular elements
respectively, and εcell and σmax denote the internal strain of the cell and the maxi-
mum contractile stress exerted by the actin-myosin machinery respectively. Finally,
ε̃ = σmax/Kact .

2.2 Effective forces on translocation of the cell

We assume that the cell exerts sensing forces at each finite element node of the
cell membrane towards its centroid. The cell subjected to these sensing forces
gets strained so that the effective cell stress, σcell, corresponding to each finite
element node can be obtained. Traction forces are generated due to the contraction
of the actin-myosin apparatus. These have been considered to be proportional to the
effective stress transmitted by the cell to the ECM and to the cell area, S. Therefore,
the nodal traction force acting at the ith finite element node of the cell membrane
towards the cell centroid can be obtained as [20]

Ftrac
i = σcellSknrψei (2)

where k is the binding constant of the integrins, nr the total number of available
receptors, and ψ the concentration of the ligands at the leading edge of the cell. ei

is a unit vector passing from the ith node towards the cell centroid. Therefore, the
net traction force acting on the whole cell body, Ftrac

net , is calculated as:

Ftrac
net = ∑

n
i=1 Ftrac

i (3)

where n is the number of the cell nodes associated to the cell membrane.

On the contrary, the drag force comes from the viscous resistance of the ECM to
cell motility. We assume a linear viscoelastic ECM and the cell as a sphere moving
through a Newtonian infinitely viscose medium [20, 29]. So, the drag force can be
expressed as

Fdrag = 6πrηv (4)

where r is the cell radius, η stands for the effective viscosity of the matrix, and v
denotes the cell velocity.
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Moreover, the cell spreads and retracts a kind of force that is generated by local
protrusions to probe the substrate cues. It is generated by actin polymerization
which is different from the cytoskeletal contractile force transmitted to the ECM
[29]. This force is here implemented by a protrusion force which is a considered
random in both direction and magnitude. It is of the same order of the traction force
but normally lower [30, 20, 31]. Here, it is randomly estimated in function of the
net traction force as

Fprot = kFtrac
net erand (5)

where erand is a random unit vector and k is a random number, 0 ≤ k < 1 [20]. It
is reported that the presence of chemotaxis and thermotaxis regulate independently
the cell migration [32, 5]. As the cell exerts traction forces to move its body through
the substrate, the mechanotactic cues always exist despite the presence or absence
of other cues. In contrast, chemo and thermotaxis cues only affect the cell polar-
ization direction by modulating the direction of the pseudopods. Therefore, by this
regulation of the cell polarization direction, the cell reorients, on average, along the
gradient of these signals.

Consequently, the force equilibrium on cell locomotion yields

Fdrag +Fe f f +Fprot = 0 (6)

where Fe f f is the effective force due to mechanotaxis, chemotaxis and thermotaxis
whose magnitude and direction depend on the net traction force and the direction
of each cue respectively. They will be derived in detail in the next section.

2.3 Migration direction and velocity

In the sensing process the cell is subjected to sensing forces that, in the model here
proposed, act at each finite element node of the cell membrane towards its centroid
(Fig. 1b). The deformed cell subjected to those sensing forces is represented by
dashed lines in Fig. 1c. Therefore, the cell internal strain can be written as

εcell =
AB
OA

(7)

Once the internal strain of the cell is calculated, using Eqs. (1) and (3), σcell and
the net traction force can be obtained.

It is important to note that the internal deformation created by the sensing forces at
each node of the cell membrane is negative (cell exerts contraction forces toward
its centroid and always compresses the cell). Therefore, nodes with lower internal
deformation will have a higher tension force [20]. As all the traction forces are
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acting towards the cell centroid, the resultant of these traction forces will have the
direction of minimum internal deformation Eq. (3). Consequently, the opposite
direction of the net traction force represents the mechanotaxis reorientation of the
cell [20]. The unit vector of the mechanotaxis that reorients the cell, emech can then
be defined as

emech =−
Ftrac

net

‖Ftrac
net ‖

(8)

In the presence of other cues such as chemo and thermotaxis, the reorientation of
the cell depends not only on the cell mechanosensing process, but also on these
specific signals. Let us assume ech and eth represent unit vectors associated to cell
reorientation due to chemical and thermal gradients respectively. Therefore

ech =
∇C
‖∇C‖

(9)

eth =
∇T
‖∇T‖

(10)

where ∇ is the gradient operator and C and T are the chemoattractant concentration
and the temperature respectively.

An activation signal in the presence of chemotaxis and/or thermotaxis triggers actin
polymerization and myosin phosphorylation. Since the properties of a typical cell
as well as the parameters of its ECM will not change in the presence of these cues,
it is assumed that the magnitude of the net traction force exerted by the cell is inde-
pendent of these two cues, while it is a function of cell and substrate characteristics.
Therefore, the presence of these signals only changes the effective direction of the
previously calculated net traction force. Besides, we consider that the realignment
of this force in presence of these cues is proportional to the chemotactic and ther-
motactic gradients and their associated effective factors respectively. Consequently
from (6) and according to Fig. 1c, the effective force,

Fe f f in the presence of the chemotaxis and thermotaxis can be defined as

Fe f f = Ftrac
net (µmechemech +µchech +µtheth) (11)

where µmech µch and µth are the efficient factors associated to mechanotaxis,
chemotaxis, and thermotaxis cues respectively, such that µmech +µch +µth = 1.

Moreover, the local velocity, υ and net polarization direction, epol , of the cell can
be calculated by

υ =

∥∥Fdrag
∥∥

6πrη
(12)
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 Figure 1: Calculation of the internal deformation and reorientation of a cell.
a. Spherical cell shape with finite element discretization. b. Exerted sensing
forces at each node of the cell membrane. c. Deformed cell (dashed line) due
to mechanosensing in the presence of mechanotaxis, chemotaxis and thermotaxis,
with emech, ech, and eth the unit vectors in the direction of each cue respectively and
µmech, µch, and µth their associated efficient factors. Ftrac

net is the magnitude of the
net traction force while Ftrac

prot is the random protrusion force.
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epol =−
Fdrag∥∥Fdrag

∥∥ (13)

Using (12) and (13), the displacement vector of an individual cell over the time
increment, d is obtained by

d = υτepol (14)

2.4 Cell-cell interaction

In the interaction between cells, the same formulae are valid to calculate the acting
forces on the cell and define the migration direction of each individual cell. For
discretization purposes and to avoid interference of two cells we assume∥∥r j− ri

∥∥≥ 2r (15)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: a. Calculation of the position vector of each cell and the distance between
the centroids of two cells. The minimal distance between their centroids is equal to
the proposed cell diameter. b. Interaction between two cells in contact. Here, for
the assumed cell shape and discretization, two cells can have four common nodes
as a maximum.

where ri and r j are the position vectors of each cell centroid (Fig. 2a). Actually,
the cells inside a multicellular system do not maintain a spherical shape but deform
to become adjacent to each other occupying the entire matrix [20, 33]. Therefore,
we have assumed that when two or several cells touch each other (see Fig. 2b), the
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common points of the contacting cells are not able to send out any pseudopod to
the substrate [20, 34, 35]. As an immediate consequence, for two interacting cells,
we assume that the cells do not exert any sensing force at those nodes unless they
get separated again. Note that despite there is no sensing force in these nodes, their
corresponding nodal traction force is not zero.

3 Numerical and experiments results

The model presented above has been implemented into the commercial FE software
ABAQUS [36] using a user subroutine. Fig. 3 presents the algorithm of that routine.
Throughout the following simulations, we applied the model to a 400×200×200
µm substrate with linear stiffness gradient which changes from 80 kPa at x=0 to
100 kPa at x= 400 µm. All the substrate surfaces are considered to be free. The
substrates are meshed by 16000 regular hexahedral elements with 18081 nodes,
while there is no external force acting on the substrate. The user subroutine is run
for about 200 steps with one time step approximately equal to 10 minutes which is
enough to complete cell migration [29] in these examples. We assume a spherical
shape for the cells with 24 finite element nodes on its membrane (Fig. 1-a). The
properties of the cell and the substrate are listed in table 1. During migration, the
centroid of each cell is visualized by a small sphere at each time step to indicate the
cell position.

Table 1: Substrate and cell properties.

Description Symbol Value Ref.
Poisson ratio υ 0.3 [37, 17]
Viscosity µ 1000 Pa.s [37, 29]
Cell radius r 20 µm [38]
Stiffness of microtubules Kpas 2.8 kPa [39]
Stiffness of myosin II Kact 2 kPa [39]
Maximum strain of the cell εmax 0.09 [20, 31]
Minimum strain of the cell εmin -0.09 [20, 31]
Maximum contractile stress exerted by actin-
myosin machinery

σmax 0.1 kPa [40, 21]

Binding constant at the rear and front of the
cell

k f = kb 108 mol−1 [29]

Number of available receptors at the rear and
front of the cell

n f = nb 105 [29]

Concentration of the ligands at rear and front
of the cell

ψ 10−5mol [29]
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Figure 3: Computational algorithm of cell migration and cell-cell interaction con-
sidering mechanotaxis, chemotaxis, and/or thermotaxis.

3.1 Cell migration and cell-cell interaction in existence of pure mechanotaxis

Fig. 4 presents the migration trajectories of two cells under pure mechanotaxis
in the above mentioned substrate. The cells are firstly located in different corners
of the substrate where the substrate stiffness is minimum (80 kPa). As expected,
the cells tendency is to migrate in the direction of the stiffness gradient towards
higher stiffness. Because of the extended region between the two cells, they feel
less internal deformation in this zone. Therefore, they firstly migrate towards each
other to be in contact at x= 85 µm. Once their polarization direction changes due to
the protrusion force they get separated and migrate in the direction of the stiffness
gradient. This phenomenon (contact and separation of the cells) can be repeated
several times during their migration. Despite the maximum stiffness gradient of
the substrate occurs at x= 400 µm, the cells do not migrate towards the end of the
substrate but they move around an imaginary equilibrium plane (IEP) orthogonal
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Figure 4: Cell migration and interaction due to pure mechanotaxis. A linear stiff-
ness gradient has been considered from 80 kPa at x= to 100 kPa at x= 400 µm.
Firstly the cells are located in different corners of the substrate near to x=0 where
the substrate stiffness is minimal. The cells tendency is to contact each other and
then they migrate towards higher stiffness. Finally the cells move around an IEP
located far from the free surface at approximately x= 325 µm.

to the stiffness gradient vector and located approximately at x= 325 µm. The cells
are able to recognize the free surface of the substrate as a soft and unstable region
despite of the maximum stiffness of that zone [15, 16]. Any increase in the stiff-
ness gradient slope will move the IEP towards the end of the substrate. In Figs.
5 and 6 the average net traction force and velocity of the cells are plotted versus
average translocation of the cells. The results demonstrate that during cells mi-
gration towards more stable and stiffer regions, the average net traction force and
the velocity of the cells reduce. This means that the cells tend to adhere to stiffer
substrates and stay there almost with no locomotion [15, 20]. Reduction of the net
traction force causes the cell to be a more spherical geometry [41], so cell stability
increases in stiffer regions. It is remarkable that in very stiff substrates, the gen-
erated net traction forces may not be enough to move the cells to a new position.
Besides, comparison of both curves with that of a single cell migration [20] demon-
strates that the presence of two cells in a substrate with stiffness gradient increases
the fluctuation of the curves since the contact and separation of the cells suddenly
change the average traction force and velocity.
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3.2 Cell migration and cell-cell interaction with thermotaxis

Higazi et al. [13] observed that trophoblast cells migrate towards warmer sites by
means of thermotaxis in the absence of chemotaxis. Generally in vivo, thermotaxis
is a complementary cue to chemotaxis [26]. Therefore this experiment is designed
to investigate thermotactic effect son cell migration and cell-cell interaction (Fig.
7). It is assumed that there is a thermal gradient throughout the substrate in the x
direction, which uniformly increases from 35◦C at x=0, to 38◦C at x=400 µm [13].

 
Figure 5: Average magnitude of the net traction force versus average translocation
of the cells due to pure mechanotaxis.

We assumed µth=0.2. The results show that the existence of thermotaxis delays
the contact between cells until x=115 µm (Fig. 7a). This is due to the fact that,
besides the force pointing the cells towards each other (mechanotactic force) a part
of the net traction force is directed by the thermotactic gradient that persistently
guides the cells towards the warmer sites which inhibits relatively the cells to come
in contact. In this case, as in the pure mechanotaxis case, contact and separation of
the cells can repeat several times until they achieve warmer places. The migration
of the cells towards warmer sites is consistent with findings of Higazi et al. [13].
It should be noted that due to the existence of the free boundary surface in the
stiffer region of the substrate, again, the mechanotactic signal received by the cells
dissuades them to move towards the warmest region of the substrate at x=400 µm.
Consequently, thermotaxis causes the IEP to slightly move towards warmer site of
the substrate so, in this case, it is located at x=335 µm approximately. Once the
cells achieve this IEP they come in contact and separate repeatedly near the IEP.
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Figure 6: Average local velocity versus average translocation of the cells due to
pure mechanotaxis.

Moreover, comparison of Figs. 7 with 4 indicates that the random movement of the
cells through the substrate with thermotaxis gradient is relatively lower than that of
pure mechanotactic migration.

Figs. 8 and 9 display the average magnitude of the net traction force and the local
velocity of the cells versus the average translocation of the cells respectively As
observed, during cell migration towards stiffer and warmer regions of the substrate
both the magnitude of the net traction force and the cell local velocity decrease,
having the same trend as in pure mechanotactic cell migration.

3.3 Cell migration and cell-cell interaction with chemotaxis

In this experiment, a chemotactic cue is added to the same substrate with stiffness
gradient to assess the effect of a chemoattractant on cell migration and cell-cell
interaction. It is assumed that there is a uniform chemical gradient along the x-
axis increasing from zero at x=0 to 10−4M at x= 400 µm. As before, the cells are
located at different corners of the substrate near x=0 where the chemoattractan con-
centration is null. We assume that the chemotactic efficient factor is higher than the
thermotactic one [9]. Fig. 10 presents the trajectory of the cells for µch = 0.3 and
µch = 0.4. In this experiment the results indicate that existence of the chemoattrac-
tant cue in the substrate with gradient stiffness delays the cells contact even more
than the thermotaxis due to the higher efficient factor. In this case, there exists an
IEP too towards which the cells move. The location of this IEP is also sensitive to
the chemotactic efficient factor. As observed in Fig. 10a, for µch=0.3, the IEP dis-
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(a)                                            (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Cell migration and interaction in presence of thermotaxis. A linear ther-
mal gradient along the x direction is assumed with maximum temperature (38◦C) at
x=400 µm . The thermal efficient factor is assumed to be 0.2. The cells are firstly
placed in opposite corners of the substrate near x=0 with minimum temperature
(35◦C). They migrate towards warmer sites along the thermal gradient direction.
Finally the cell keeps moving around an IEP located at x=335 µm approximately.

 
Figure 8: Average magnitude of the net traction force versus average translocation
of the cells due to thermotaxis.
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Figure 9: Average local velocity versus average translocation of the cells due to
thermotaxis.

places towards the chemoattractant source (x= 355 µm) and becomes closer to the
end of the substrate (x= 375 µm) when increasing the chemotactic efficient factor
to 0.4 (Fig. 10c). It is remarkable that the closer the IEP becomes to the end of the
substrate (higher efficient factor), the higher delay in cell contact. The existence of
chemotaxis and mechanotaxis simultaneously also decreases the random movement
of the cells throughout the substrate rather than in the cases of pure mechanotaxis
or mechano-thermotaxis (compare Figs. 4 and 7 with 10). This occurs because
of the received signals by the pseudopods of the cells strongly steer the cells in
the chemotactic direction [22]. Consequently, as previously explained, the cell po-
larization direction which is persistently towards the chemoattractant source adds
to the mechanotaxis effect thus increasing the cell global velocity. These results
are in agreement with the experimental investigations of Andrew and Haaster [22,
42] who observed that in the presence of chemoattractant, depending on the sig-
nal strength of the chemotaxis, the cell can actively move towards chemoattractant
sources. Moreover, similar cell behavior was reported by Bosgraaf et al. [9]. Our
findings are also consistent with the numerical results of Neilson et al. [25].

Figs. 11 and 12 present the average net traction force and local velocity of the cells
versus average translocation of the cells during chemotactic process. For both cases
(µch=0.3 and µch=0.4), as in pure mechanotaxis migration, the cell net traction force
and the cell local velocity decrease. This occurs because the magnitude of the net
traction force is relatively independent of the chemotactic cue being function of
the mechanical properties and boundary conditions of the substrate. On the other
hand, the presence of chemotaxis (as thermotaxis) affects the drag force which
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in turn can slightly reduce the cell velocity, although in this case, this reduction
results negligible. Therefore, during cell migration towards stiffer regions and high
chemoattractant concentration the behavior of the cells is similar to that of pure
mechanotaxis in terms of average local velocity and magnitude of the net traction
force.

3.4 Cell migration and cell-cell interaction with chemotaxis and thermotaxis

The last experiment is designed to consider the effect of all stimuli together on cell-
cell interaction. It is assumed that there exist maximum chemoattractant concen-
tration and temperature at x=400 µm which correspond to linear chemotactic and
thermotactic gradients along the x axis. The cells are placed in opposite corners of
the substrate near x=0. We assumed µch=0.3 and µth=0.2. The results demonstrate
that the existence of chemotaxis and thermotaxis together in the substrate (in ad-
dition to the gradient stiffness) delays the cells contact even more than in previous
experiments (the cells first contact at x=265 µm as seen at 13a). The existence of
chemotactic and thermotactic gradients in the same direction amplifies the signals
received by the cells so that it drives them to migrate towards these cues, domi-
nating cell-cell contact. As observed in Fig. 13, the IEP disappears and the cells
migrate towards the free boundary at the end of the substrate. The presence of all
stimuli together in the substrate causes the overall random movement of the cells
to decrease even more than the previous experiments (compare Figs. 13 with 4, 7,
10). These results are in agreement with the chemotactic [42, 22] and thermotactic
[26, 13] experimental investigations.

Figs. 14 and 15 present the average net traction force and local velocity of the cells
versus average translocation of the cells during the mechano-chemo-thermotactic
process. Similar to previous experiments, in the first time interval the average net
traction force and local velocity of the cells decrease. This is due, as commented,
to the relatively independent magnitude of the net traction force with respect to the
chemotactic and thermotactic signals. On the contrary, the drag force, which is
affected by all the combined mechanotactic, chemotactic and thermotactic efficient
force, Fe f f causes to very slightly reduce the cell velocity. In the last interval of
these curves the average net traction force and local velocity of the cells increases
due to the cells migration towards the free boundary surface (soft region).

4 Conclusions

Here, the previous computational model presented in [20] is extended to investi-
gate the interaction of two cells migrating across a 3D substrate in the presence
of mechanotactic, chemotactic and thermotactic cues. The model is based on the
equilibrium of the different effective forces on cell motility. The generated traction
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Figure 10: Migration and interaction of the cells with chemotaxis. It is assumed
that a chemoattractant source at x=400 µm creates a linear chemoattractant gradient
through the substrate along the xdirection. Firstly the cells are located in different
corners of the substrate near x=0 where the chemoattractant concentration is null.
Cells migration is presented for two different chemoattractant efficient factors. In
both cases, the cells migrate in the direction of the chemoattractant gradient towards
an IEP When µch=0.3 the IEP is located at x=355 µm approximately (a and b),
while for µch=0.4 the IEP displaces to x=375 µm approximately (c and d).
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Figure 11: Average magnitude of the net traction force versus average translocation
of the cells due to chemotaxis for µch = 0.3 and µch=0.4.

 
Figure 12: Average local velocity versus average translocation of the cells due to
chemotaxis for µch = 0.3 and µch=0.4.
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force during cell migration is derived from active signals inducing chemotaxis and
thermotaxis in addition to initial mechanotaxis. We focused on the interaction of
two cells during their migration through a substrate with linear stiffness gradient.

Under pure mechanotaxis, the cells tendency is first to reach each other and then
migrate in the direction of the stiffness gradient towards an IEP [15, 16, 20, 43].
The IEP is located far from the free boundary surfaces, in a region that the cell
mechanotransduction system "feels" more stable thus promoting a better cell ad-
hesion [20]. The cells contact and separate several times during migration in the
direction of the stiffness gradient, effect that will continue in the final residence
region close to the IEP.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)    (b) 

 
Figure 13: Migration and interaction of the cells with chemotaxis and thermo-
taxis. It is assumed that the chemoattractant concentration and temperature at
x=400 µm are maximal. Two linear chemotactic and thermotactic gradients are
assumed through the substrate along the x direction. Firstly the cells are located in
the different corners of the substrate near x=0 where the chemoattractant concen-
tration is null and the temperature is minimal. µch=0.3 and µth=0.2. In this case
the IEP disappears and the cells migrate towards the maximum chemoattractant
concentration and temperature.

The study of the chemotactic and/or thermotactic effects on cell migration demon-
strate that the IEP location is sensitive to the corresponding efficient factors. Under
thermotaxis, the IEP slightly displaces towards warmer sites, while adding chemo-
taxis further displace the IEP to the end of the substrate. Besides, IEP can even
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Figure 14: Average magnitude of the net traction force versus average translocation
of the cells due to chemotaxis and thermotaxis. µch=0.3 and µth=0.2.

 
Figure 15: Average local velocity versus average translocation of the cells due to
chemotaxis and thermotaxis. µch=0.3 and µth=0.2.
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vanish with higher or reinforcing signals as in the case here analyzed with com-
bined reinforcing mechanotatic, chemotactic and thermotactic cues. This reinforc-
ing joint chemotaxis and thermotaxis may dominate the mechanotactic signal thus
propelling the cell towards the chemoattractant source with maximum temperature.
It is remarkable that the effect of these cues on the cell local velocity is negligi-
ble. This is because the magnitude of the net traction force is function only of the
surrounding mechanical conditions and substrate properties. In addition, the pres-
ence of chemotactic and/or thermotactic signals delays contact of the cells because
these cues persistently steer the cells towards high chemoattractant concentration
and/or warmer sites. Therefore, the higher efficient factors of cues, the less contact
between cells. These findings are in agreement and consistent with the chemotaxis
experiments presented in [9, 22, 42] and thermotaxis [13, 26].

The results obtained and discussed herein are also qualitatively consistent with the
experimental works [9, 13, 15, 16].

To conclude, the present model enables to predict a wide range of experimental
observations. It is highly flexible in terms of cell shape, number of cells and mul-
tisignal analysis of cell migration. The obtained results depend much on the choice
of the parameters such as chemotactic and thermotactic efficient factors which can
be calibrated with further experimental works. Moreover, the present mechano-
chemo-thermotactic model can be used to examine a wider range of efficient signals
affecting cell migration such as durotaxis, haptotaxis and topotaxis. As main limi-
tation is the poor knowledge of some of the parameters involved and the scarcity of
experimental data in different conditions that could serve to quantitatively validate
or refuse some of the conclusions here summarized.
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